Turn your ceilings and walls into an artistic playground with our innovative custom perforated metal products. Our perforation technology allows you to create any design you can dream up and bring it to life in any space you choose.

A single image can be perforated onto many different panels for a holistic design, or a simple design can be repeated panel by panel, in either 2’ x 2’ or 2’ x 4’.

Use mathematical functions to create your pattern, from asymmetrical arrays to radiant designs across various ceiling panels.

Also available in our exclusive, patent-pending designs!

CIRCLES  WAVES
RAIN  CONFETTI

You can take your design even further by incorporating lighted backgrounds to add greater resonance to any image or pattern.
PRODUCT DETAILS

• Available in 2’ x 2’ or 2’ x 4’ panels
• Wide variety of perforation shapes, dimensions, and sizes are available
• Any image or design can be reproduced on metal panels using perforation technology
• Create a single image that spans multiple panels, a repeating pattern on each panel, or a different design/pattern on every single panel
• Use mathematical functions to create your pattern, from asymmetrical arrays to radiant designs
• Perforated edge-to-edge with seamless impressions for a single, uninterrupted look

Learn more at
certainteed.com/metalceilings